
11 /11/93 
Dear Bill, 

I've just gone over the Belin-Cooper correspondence. I continue tb be imprrssed 
that as bright a man as Cooper was, and much time as he put in on Commission work in 
his own office, he, like Connally, did not understmd the evidence well enough to 
realize that what each was convinced of nullified the lone-assassin theory. 

With both it i2 the single-bullet theory they did not buy, for diffe:ent reasons 
and for the same reason. Rusiellt also had that reason. 

Although it seems like the simplest arithmeteic, Copppr was not aware that if 
Connally was not hit by tho bullet that hit Kennedy there had to be in even tbe 
CoMmission's impossible claim that Oswald could have fired those three, there had 
to, have been a fourth bullet and that certainll meant another shooter. 

for his lack of understanding of this simp,Ie thing the staff gets full credit. 
Brobably mostly Specter. 

The same i$, of course, true of Connally. He hfrd the bullet, rather a shot, and 
that could not have been the shot that hit him. 

I've separate the correspondence into with Bolin and with HSCA and others for 
filing. 

Belin was Posner-like in responding to Cooper, who had some doubts about no one being 
seen on the knoll. The question ws not at all was anyone seen but was there evidence 
of any shooting from there and there is that evidence that was ignored. 

Bolin also lied in telling 	that the gunman was seen in that sixth-floor 
window. 

Belin's letters to GSA/Archives and the Colby at the CIA arekelf-servinf because 
he knew they'd not agree to disclose what they withheld. Phony Judenrat! He also 
was careful not to send Cooper the responses he got from what you sent. Also the 

kind of guy he is. 

And he is so rigid in his phony self-presentation he eveiri referred to himself / 
as he does in public as a private citizen from Iowa. 

The bribchure on the lsooting was interesting. He put much time and effort itipx 
into it. 

nany thanks and best to you both, 


